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superior to him in numbers, in a brilliant little action at Maida.
The moral effect of this victory throughout Europe, though
great and widespread, was somewhat diminished by Stuart's
failure to follow up his success, and his return to Sicily conse-
quent on a violent quarrel with the admiral; the French were
thus enabled to reoccupy the lost territory at their leisure, and
such damage as their prestige had suffered was more than
repaired by the rapid and complete overthrow of Prussia, who
had at last mustered up courage to defy Napoleon, at Jena,
and the occupation of her territory by the victorious Grand
Army. From Berlin Napoleon issued the famous Decrees, the
first step in his attempt to cripple England by closing against
her commerce all the ports of continental Europe.
Meanwhile the latter was left to reap what comfort she
might from the success of a little expedition under Baird,
which for the second time in ten years conquered the Dutch
colony of the Cape of Good Hope. This led directly to
perhaps the most ill conceived and criminally foolish military
enterprise ever undertaken by British arms—the South
American adventure.
This design of crippling Spain by raising a revolution in her
American colonies with the help of a joint expedition originated
in the fertile brain of Home Popham, the commander of the
fleet which had escorted Baird to the Cape, and he persuaded
that officer to allow him a battalion under Beresford for the.
purpose of a descent on Buenos Ayres.   As it turned out, the
operation was carried out successfully, and for close on two
months the tiny force actually remained in possession of the
city.   The Spaniards then recovered themselves, surrounded it
on all sides and forced it to lay down its arms, but not before
exaggerated reports of the initial advantage gained had induced
the Government not only to despatch reinforcements under
Auchmuty for the further prosecution of the campaign, but
also to send out another force under Craufurd to take possession
of the whole of Chile and connect with Beresford across the
whole 900 miles breadth of the continent—a megalomaniac
scheme worthy of Chatham at his worst.   However, it was
later found necessary to use the whole force, now placed under
Whitelocke's command, for the recovery of Buenos Ayres, and
accordingly after Auchmuty had brilliantly got possession of
Monte Video the army was concentrated there, ferried up the
Rio de la Plata and knded some thirty miles east of its objective.
A difficult and toilsome march, where food and water were
scarce and the administrative arrangements to the last degree
faulty, brought it before the west face of the city, and next day
it was plunged headlong into the streets in a number of weak

